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NEW QUESTION: 1
Based on the following graphic, which physical adapter services fcs2?
A. fcs6on viol
B. fcs2onvio1
C. fcs2onvio2
D. fcs6on vio2
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option D
B. Option C
C. Option B
D. Option A
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
CORRECT TEXT
Fill in the blank with the appropriate term. ------------------------------- is the complete network
configuration and information toolkit that uses multi-threaded and multi-connection

technologies in order to be very fast and efficient.
Answer:
Explanation:
NetRanger
Explanation:
NetRanger is the complete network configuration and information toolkit that includes the
following tools: a Ping tool, Trace Route tool, Host Lookup tool, Internet time synchronizer,
Whois tool, Finger Unix hosts tool, Host and port scanning tool, check multiple POP3 mail
accounts tool, manage dialup connections tool, Quote of the day tool, and monitor Network
Settings tool. These tools are integrated in order to use an application interface with full online
help. NetRanger is designed for both new and experienced users. This tool is used to help
diagnose network problems and to get information about users, hosts, and networks on the
Internet or on a user computer network. NetRanger uses multi-threaded and multi-connection
technologies in order to be very fast and efficient.
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